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Creative hub
The latest creative news
,''
., Come here to read about the
,i ,
., best products and services
'
: thatcan benefityour
Photoshop experience

Advice centre
Your questions answered
' , ,,, Whether it's a creative
or
,
Photoshop question, make
'
sure you come here for
some sweet relief

Creative reviews
Spend some money...
' .l', , There
are a lot of products
',
that can help addto your
,' , ,,, Photoshop experience
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we review the best!
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PhotoshoP

tutorials that reproduce
:. :ditional photo processes. The aim is to
- :athe new life into your current library
-*.1
- :hotos in the quickest way possible.
':
-- I don't have to be a technical genius to
, --.omplish stunning work!
Since the advent of photography, people
.:',-e worked hard to improve the process.

j:.,-eral techniques were invented and
..-.an\/ of these processes have resurged in
- :pularity, largely due to the ease with
' rich they can be re-created digitally
' .thout getting your hands dirtY.
in some cases, the process was a result
. the equipment used. In others, the
: test for a better image took an artistic
. --Lrte, and creative licence Save
|^^l--ixtt^^
^.r^lse to toning techniques such
,. s sepia tones and tritones.
-^:rother kind of tonal play is at
'..ork in high or low-key images,
'..here specific ranges are
',"idened or reduced.
This feature explores ways in
.,'.'l-rich
many of these techniques
--an be applied to your own
^:lages. Since every image is
:rfferent, the approach was to
:uild each effect with as much
',.ersatility as possible. Explore
:lternate settings as you work
rhrough the feature - let creativity
L.e )zour guide ! You will find all the
source files on this issue's disc and
vou'll also find a nice selection of
'goodies' to make things even easier.

AFTER
Sepia toning has its roots in the
1880s, where pigments were
applied to a positive print to
produce a brownish-yellow monochrome
image where the tonal range is preserved.
These prints were highly durable, and perhaps
that was part of their popularity. They also
tend to give the image a warm, earthy quality.
Today, silver sulphide is used in place of silver
during black-and-white photo processing to
achieve the same results. With the advent of
digital photo processing, sepia toning has
become synonymous with colourisation,
where any single colour can be applied to
the image. This also makes sepia toning a
perfect candidate for digital processing in
Photoshop, where colour can be separated
from the luminosity of an image. Currently,
you can find sepia tone settings on almost all
commercially available digicams - a testament
to the popularity of this process.
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Color Fill sepia tone

Tnis orocess is
probably one of the easiest. Create a Color
Fill adjustment layer (Layer>New Fill Layer>Solid
Color) and select a brownish-yellow (Red: 183 /
Green. 174 / Blue:99).Then change the Color Fill's
blend mode to Color and keep the Cpacity set to
1 000/0. nsta nt sepia to ne!
I
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layer (Layer>

il:i;.i ::'::;::: x..,

ew Adj u stment Layer>H ue/Satu ratio n)
and clickthe Colorize checkbox. Change the Hue to
somewhere aroun d 57,and Saturation to anywhere
from 0 to 60. Here, a setting of 50 worked well. Leave the
Lightness slider where it is, unless you want to change
the tonal balance of the image.
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High-key images are the opposite
simply overexposed photos. The
while the shadows are rich in
with this technique are incredibly striking. Her
photo can use this technique. By tweaking the
can achieve interesting results.
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Create a curve adjustment Duplicate the original

image layer and desaturate it (lmage>Adjustments>
Desaturate). Create a Curves adjustment layer (Layer>New

Adjustment Layer>Curves). Create an evenly sloping curve in
the top left quadrant. You can achieve a relatively accurate and
evenly sloped curve using three points (as shown above).
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Blowing out the highlights Select the desaturated
layer and change the blend mode to Screen.
Now duplicate this layertwice to create three screen layers

N
-\

sandwiched between the top Curve adjustment layer and the
bottom original image.The image will look almost completely
blown out. But don't worry, we'll fix that in the next step.
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le:r images. They use the entire tonal range, so they are not
il,.ort dnd midtone areas are lightened with a softer contrast,
:etail. Like their low-key counterparts, images produced
<ey image is transformed into a high-key image, but any

rode and parameters of the top Hue/Saturation

layer, you
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Bringing back detail and colour With the
topmost screen copy layer still selected, create another
- -.: cate of this layer and change the blend mode to Multiply.
- ,', select the original image layer, make a duplicate and move
- - .1e top layer. Change this layer's blend mode to Color. This
: - js backthe photo's original colour.
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layer and the layer below and clickto group these
: " :-s. Do the same for the next three layers below. Go to the top

--

- - I J r layer and create a Hue/Saturation adjustment layer just
-:: : . e it. Change Saturation to roughly +30. Done!
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(the
using Curves in the lmage>

mapping is done
image
Mode>Duotone dialog). Tritones began as a printing method not a
photographic process. However, the process can be easily reproduced in
photoihop. lt should also be noted that the printed output of a Duotone
mode image is wonderfully deep and rich. This is due to having total
control over tonal ink mapping, and because the printer can produce a
wider tonal range with multiple inks than one ink for a greyscale image.
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using a black base and two colours. Open
the image and convert to Grayscale mode
(l

ma ge>Mode>Graysca le). Now convert

to

Duotone mode (l mage>Mode>Duotone) and
load the tritone (Green-Violet).ado file from
the CD. lnstant tritone! Note: it's usually a good
idea to use black as your first 'base' ink, as in the
example above.
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curves, the black base is
lightened. The second ink, green, has its Density increased by 300/o
at the highlights. The inverse is done with the violet ink, where Density is
decreased by 7Oo/o.This oxidises our original blue statue image. Experiment
to find your own colours and curves to create a unique tritone.
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Review the curves Reviewing the ink

